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Introduction
In this manifesto, we set out our policies for the local elections in Cambridge and for
the Cambridge constituency in the general election. We explain the changes we
want to see, how we think they can be brought about, and why you should vote for
the Green Party.
The economic crash of the last decade has added to the destructive consequences
of a neoliberal ideology that has permeated the policies of successive governments.
The survival of the National Health Service and a coherent public education system
are under severe threat. For many, an affordable home is now further out of reach.
Climate change is bringing unpredictable and threatening weather patterns and the
necessity for urgent action locally and globally to reduce global warming, at a time
when other parties are preoccupied with increasing consumption.

For the Common Good
We want a society that works for the benefit of all, not just those who shout the
loudest or have the deepest pockets. That is why we have decided to sum up our
policies in the phrase “the Common Good”.
People feel let down by many politicians who have their own agenda and ignore the
concerns of ordinary citizens. Yet there is cause for optimism. There is a new engagement in grassroots politics, with people joining campaigns on social media
and elsewhere for the things they believe in. In the Green Party we want to do things
differently and we are not afraid to be bold and challenging.

We want real change for the benefit of people and the environment.
A real change from austerity and welfare cuts to investment in decent jobs.
A real change from privatisation for the benefit of the richest 1% to properly funded
public services.
A real change from subsidies for fracking and dependence on fossil fuels to a sustainable world we can pass on to future generations.

If you agree with our policies then you should vote Green, and join us and the organisations with which we share a common purpose in building a fairer society with
a sustainable future in a restored environment. The Green Party is experiencing
unprecedented growth in membership, with Cambridge showing a stronger surge
than anywhere else nationally. If all those who share our beliefs vote with us then we
will increase our Members of Parliament substantially. We will also change the face of
the local council.
The Green Party recently polled 29% among 18-24 year olds and Cambridge achieved
the Green Party’s third highest General Election vote in 2010. The Green Party now
has overtaken the Liberal Democrats in the polls nationally and it has more party
members than both UKIP and the Liberal Democrats. We are the only party talking
about the real problems that we face as a society and how they can be overcome.

SO JOIN US. VOTE WITH US. VOTE GREEN
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Manifesto Summary
The Green Party intends to use whatever influence Cambridge voters give us to bring
about real change that works for the common good: for the benefit of people who
live and work in Cambridge, for their communities and for the environment. We are
the only party willing to challenge austerity, poverty, housing shortages and
inequality with policy proposals to address the real problems that society faces at
present.
The common good implies a fairer Economy, so we oppose extreme inequality of
income and wealth, and will argue for a living wage for all. We alone of the political
parties oppose TTIP*, because it favours the pursuit of growth and profits by multinationals over consumer protection and fairness in international trade.
Our policies for Transport, Housing and Community are closely inter-related. We support more social housing, and would mandate a higher proportion of affordable
homes in new developments. Green Party Councillors, as custodians of the needs
and wishes of Cambridge’s communities, will seek to give residents and small businesses a stronger say in planning decisions, particularly when the interests of developers affect adversely the distinctive character of the city, its transport patterns, or the
amenity value and integrity of the Green Belt.
Transport is the issue of greatest concern to Cambridge voters. Locally, we would
aim to create the safest city in the UK for pedestrians and cyclists, and reduce
congestion and pollution in the city centre through a congestion-charge and through a
massive improvement in the quality of bus services. Nationally, we would bring the
railways back into public hands -- an overwhelmingly popular policy, proposed only
by the Green Party. This would enable a 10% reduction in fares.

Cambridge has an abundance of professionals working in Health and Care. The Green
Party would like to see them collaborating more closely to make Cambridge a Healthy
City**. Nationally, we are committed to repealing the Health and Social Care Act
of 2012, acknowledged as disastrous by ex-ministers of the present government.
A free Education is a right, and Cambridge’s schools rightly see themselves as being at the heart of the communities whose children they educate. The Green Party
would return academies and free schools to local democratic control, and resist
both further privatisation and the sale of playing fields. Nationally, we would scrap
tuition fees entirely. Education is a public good.
Democracy goes hand-in-hand with fairness. Votes cast for the parties contesting a
general election do not result in a corresponding proportion of seats won. The Green
Party supports a Constitutional Convention that would change this, devolve power
away from central government and encourage more democratic participation at community level. This Convention would also select a form of Proportional Representation, to make voting fairer.
The policies that any party pursues in these seven areas contain within them profound
implications for how the UK uses energy and the degree to which our national life sustains, or damages, the natural environment on which our common good ultimately depends. Green Party emphasis on this key area of policy distinguishes us most clearly
from the other parties seeking your vote.
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The science is now clear. It is beyond doubt that man-made climate change is
happening. The consequences for future generations will be catastrophic unless,
as a society, we rapidly reduce our production and use of fossil fuels to a level that
the climate system can tolerate. Both universities in Cambridge contain worldclass expertise on how this transition can be brought about. Elected Greens in
Cambridge would seek ways to inform policy-making with top quality research-based
insights, and advocate ‘climate-friendly’ policies in the various policy themes touched
on above.
The outcome of this election is the least predictable for decades. More than in any
recent election, we believe it important to vote for the party and the candidates with
whose values you identify most strongly, trusting that if elected, they will represent
those values throughout their term of office. We hope you will want to read more about
our policies and the values that underpin Green Party thinking in our full manifesto.
* TTIP is the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership currently being negotiated in secret between unelected EU officials and the US.
** Healthy City is the name of a World Health Organisation initiative focused on preventing illness by
tackling the underlying causes of poor health.

Voting Green in May matters, both for the decisions made by Cambridge City Council and the broader debates of the Westminster parliament. The surge in Green Party
membership, stronger in Cambridge than anywhere else in the UK, speaks of widespread disenchantment with the policies of the past decade. Voters want change and
are now engaging vigorously on social media and with campaigns that express Green
Party values.

Join Them, Join Us!
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The Economy
We are the only party in England committed to opposing austerity and reducing inequality in income and wealth. We would work on greening the economy and building homes. The majority of people are now worse off than they
were five years ago, and society is increasingly unequal. Austerity has failed to
revive the economy, yet the effects of austerity on public health are devastating.
Very large sums of money have been put into bailing out the banks, which has
enabled them to continue to pay obscene bonuses, whilst public services are cut
back and the poor are scapegoated, as though they were to blame for the financial crash. The necessity for food banks is a national disgrace. Food banks
are a reality in Cambridge, a city seen as prosperous.

a FAIRER system
We want this election to be about an economy that serves the interests of
all citizens; that helps to create a fairer society; that protects and sustains our
environment. The Green Party believes that the minimum wage should be a
living wage. That is why we are calling for an immediate increase to £7.85/hour
keeping in line with inflation and for a target of at least £10/hour by 2020. We are
committed to ending the injustice of zero-hours contracts.
The next government should restore the principle that the wealthiest and those
with the highest incomes should pay the most tax. There should be a crackdown on tax loopholes. Those accountancy firms that promote tax avoidance
should be excluded from their present influential roles in helping to design the tax
system.

There should be much stronger consumer protection, with greater availability
of reliable information, a ban on advertising on children’s media, and action to
prevent exploitation by payday lenders and betting companies. The economy
should be there to serve people, not to trick us into buying things we don’t
need and can’t afford.

a FAIRER economy
We want to see the creation of a fairer system for international trade. We are the
only party totally opposed to TTIP (the Transatlantic Trade & Investment Partnership), currently being negotiated in secret between the EU and USA, which would
give corporations privileged rights, with their own special courts, to override democratically arrived at regulations and laws.

a FAIRER society
Cambridge University and Anglia Ruskin University make vital contributions to
the local economy. However, Cambridge University and its colleges also invest
large sums of money in fossil fuel companies, and other unethical businesses.
The Green Party urges immediate divestment from these activities. We support
thriving small and local businesses, which preserve the character of the city
and its distinctive commercial streets, such as Mill Road. We are opposed to turning Cambridge into another ‘clone town’.
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Transport
According to opinion polls, transport is the number one issue for voters in Cambridge. We want to reduce congestion and increase the availability and use of public transport. We have produced a detailed policy programme for Cambridgeshire
called ‘The Transport Greenprint for Cambridge’, available at:
www.eastern.greenparty.org.uk.
We want to create the best cycling city and safest pedestrian city in the UK.
With investment in dedicated safe cycle paths, Cambridge has the potential to
be a cycle friendly city to match the best in Europe. We would greatly expand
and improve the cycling network, both on-road and separated from road traffic,
increasing the safety of both cyclists and pedestrians. We would invest in pedestrian safety, including the introduction of 20 mph speed limits across all residential
streets and city centre areas in Cambridge.
The decongestion of Cambridge streets requires radical action, as has occurred
in central London. As part of an overall development of transport infrastructure it is
time to devise a congestion-charging scheme for Cambridge with free transport
from Park-and-Ride to follow other extensive improvements in public transport.
This will make it much easier for those who must travel by car. We will also discourage the use of cars for sole occupancy. London’s buses are run for the public
good, regulated by Quality Bus Contracts. In effect, it is a public bus system and
the service has become very impressive. With similar contracts, Cambridge bus
services would be at least as good as London’s.
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We want a more extensive, cheaper, better co-ordinated rail service. Only
the Green Party would bring the railways back into public hands. This is an overwhelmingly popular policy, which Caroline Lucas is seeking to make law. If elected as MP for Cambridge, Rupert Read, the Green Party’s transport spokesperson, would work closely with her to try to make this happen. We would pay for our
changes by cancelling the High Speed rail service (HS2) and reducing the reckless road-building programme started by the Coalition Government. We would
also end subsidies for air travel and fossil fuel use and tax land values.

An important priority for Cambridge is the
re-opening of the cross country route to
Oxford linking the East and West Coast
lines.
As well as facilitating movement of people and goods from one place to another, our policies aim to reduce the need to travel. Rather than building dormitory
towns, we advocate the planning of relatively self-sufficient towns and villages with high-speed broadband, Wi-Fi and video-conferencing, as, for example, in our vision for Northstowe.
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HEALTH & CARE
The Green Party will end the expensive and inefficient ‘internal market’ within
the National Health Service, freeing up millions to spend on nurses and patient
care rather than lawyers and management consultants. The failure of Circle
Healthcare in running Hinchingbrooke Hospital, including the decision to place it
in special measures, should highlight the risk to patients from privatisation. We
are committed to repealing the Health and Social Care Act, which has been
described as disastrous even by ex-ministers of the Coalition Government. We
support the strong action by ‘Keep the NHS Public’ and ‘Stop the Sell Off’, to avert
the damaging sell-off of Old People’s Services with a massive contract put out
to tender by the Cambridge and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group,
even though regulations did not require them to do so. We will work with others
to provide public care for elderly and vulnerable which respects their dignity.
The ease with which public funds are being passed to the private sector is highlighted by the £18 million spent by Addenbrookes Hospital on software for a new
record system that was designed for use in hospitals in the US and has aspects
unfitted to the local context.
The Coalition Government’s demand for austerity has meant that benefits to support some very vulnerable Cambridge residents have been curtailed, adding to
the short-sighted closures of day centres. We will act to remove the pressures
placed on GP practices by the recent re-organisations. Rather than needlessly
battling healthcare unions and opposing local opinion by selling off services or
closing Accident and Emergency Departments, the Green Party will work with
professionals, patients and unions to improve the NHS. We will create an
independent body to support and protect whistle-blowers, or truth tellers, who
are vital to preventing crises such as those that occurred at the Mid-Staffordshire
NHS Trust.
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The Green Party is committed to fully
funded mental health services.
Failure to do so has resulted in many patients ending up inappropriately in the
criminal justice system, unemployed and dependent on benefits. We welcome
the prevention of the closure of Lifeworks on Tenison Road, due to the courageous occupation and direct action of its users and their supporters.
We support the ‘healthy city’ concept, which involves businesses, schools, work
places, town and country planning, collaborating in a system of prevention and
care. Cambridge has an abundance of non-medical professionals who, working
together, can contribute to the good health of our communities to create a connected system of preventative and restorative health.
We want an end to animal experimentation and greater investment in non-animal chemical testing. We have opposed the proposed Primate Research Facility
at 307 Huntingdon Road.

We encourage action to improve the
production of healthy food,
which includes improvements in the welfare of animals reared for food. The
Green Party opposes factory farming and the export of live animals. We support
the involvement of families in increasing the healthy eating choices of children at
school and in their homes. We would require greater responsibility from food
manufacturers so that they stop promoting products harmful to health.

HOUSING
Cambridge needs more affordable housing, including council owned housing.
The Green Party opposes any further privatisation of council houses. The cost of
housing is creating imbalances in communities. Many people on lower incomes
cannot afford to live in Cambridge or find it hard to do so because of housing
costs. We support moves to control rents by law and would welcome the downward pressure this would provide on house prices. The Bedroom Tax has added
to the burdens of many in Cambridge. As well as denying people the opportunities that Cambridge offers, businesses, educational establishments and other
employers will find it increasingly difficult to recruit staff if housing costs remain
high.
One key to housing problems in the UK is to improve job opportunities in the north
of the country, through sustained public investment there. However, in the shorter
term, demand in the eastern region, and in Cambridge in particular, shows no
sign of abating. Continued over-development of the villages around Cambridge
has resulted in heavy levels of traffic congestion and mobility difficulties for people without access to cars.

Cambridge Green Party would create
a target of 50% affordable housing in
housing developments,
up from the 40% that developers are meant to provide. This requires firm intervention by the council since one Cambridge development has been allowed to
get away with providing zero affordable homes and another has provided only
6%. We would not allow planning permission for ‘gated communities’.
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The Green Party fully supports the Green Belt, created and vigorously defended over several decades with much hard work. There must remain a
general presumption against building within the Green Belt. However, we are
prepared to accept exceptional cases where the Green Belt restrictions could be
reviewed, given the serious danger of socially distorted housing arrangements
within the City.

A Green Party MP for Cambridge would
work in Westminster to make the planning environment more favourable to
ordinary citizens and less favourable to
developers.
We recognise that homelessness amounts to more than ‘rooflessness’, with many
people trapped in inappropriate or insecure housing. The Green Party aims to
maximise support from the government for vulnerable groups, whilst ensuring that provision for people with strong links to the area are given priority. The
Green Party sees transport as a key aspect of new housing provision. Decisions made now on the location and nature of homes will have an effect on transport patterns for generations. Ensuring that city planning is the cornerstone of an
effective transport policy is crucial to maintaining the continued health of the City.
We would seek to ensure that any conflict of interest between Travellers and
residents is resolved by negotiating appropriate space for Travellers who are
stopping temporarily or are seeking land on which to build permanent structures.
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EDUCATION
Free education is a right, from nurseries to higher education. There should be
a strong link between education and housing policy so that a decent home
near to a good school is available to all. A Green education expresses a responsibility for passing to future generations sustainable ways of life in sustainable environments, locally and globally. This affects the way education settings
are run and what children learn.

We would scrap tuition fees and provide
support to students in post 16 education.
An educated population benefits everyone so these changes would be financed
through a progressive tax system. We would ensure fairness for local authorities
based on numbers and needs with funding Increases for historically disadvantaged areas like Cambridgeshire giving parity with other authorities.We support
life-long education that provides opportunities for everyone, helps adults
who have missed out on earlier education and those wishing to change career or
develop vocational skills in later life. We value vocational as much as academic
education and advocate an increased use of real long-term apprenticeships.
We would abolish national tests and league tables and change the inspection system for schools, away from its emphasis on fear of failure, to providing
real support for schools to take ownership of their own development. We would
reinvigorate local education authorities as a resource for planning the educational
development of an area and fostering collaboration between schools.

We would replace the Research Excellence Framework in higher education with
a proper supportive development strategy for improving teaching, learning and
research in all universities.
Our policies support the way schools in Cambridge see themselves as being at
the heart of communities, with strong collaboration between staff, children and
young people, parents, governors and other community members. We recognise the efforts they make to maintain and create conditions for the flourishing of
teaching and learning as the basis for their lasting improvement, despite the pressures to place sole emphasis on the outcomes of tests for children. We would
introduce a more flexible appraisal system for teachers based on dialogue
which reflected their aspirations and creativity rather than attainment targets for
children.
We encourage every school to respect the diverse needs and interests of
all within its communities. Our policies support opportunities in education for
children and young people, irrespective of country of origin and heritage, gender,
sexual orientation, family income, home circumstances, special needs and disability. We welcome the efforts in Cambridge schools to maintain a broad curriculum including craft, arts and music and outdoor learning. We would open a debate
about the appropriateness of allocating public funds to schools with a religious
foundation where this affects opportunities for teachers of all beliefs, devalues
some within surrounding communities or contributes to community divisions. We
would end charitable status for private schools.
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THE ENVIRONMENT
Climate change created by people is a reality. The global climate system is now
increasingly unstable. There is an urgent need to replace fossil fuel energy
sources with renewables and to reduce energy consumption. We have to
set very challenging targets for our area, the UK and ourselves. All our policies
involve the need to reduce energy consumption. We seek to work in alliance
with Transition Towns, Cambridge Carbon Footprint and the other groups and
organisations which are actively pursuing the same objectives as ourselves in
Cambridge.
At the end of this year, there will be a global Climate Conference in Paris. We
need a UK government representing us that appreciates the scale of the challenge and is ready to play its full part in getting the international community to
take effective action. We need more Green Party MPs as a matter of urgency,
since there is no sign that parties other than the Green Party give this crucial
event a sufficiently high priority.
The protection of the global climate also requires action to conserve the world’s
forests, which absorb and store large quantities of carbon, as well as helping to
regulate climate. Tropical rainforests are also storehouses of biological wealth
and genetic diversity. Forest protection should be part of the global climate
deal in Paris. However, we argue that the best way to capture carbon is to leave
it in in the ground in fossilised form, which does not decay over time. It is essential
that the extraction of fossil fuels be severely curtailed.

We will make major investment in energy
efficiency and the renewable energy industry
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We would invest to create jobs, stimulate research, reduce emissions, and bring
people’s fuel bills down permanently. We will ban fracking and oil exploration in
the UK, and stop building nuclear power stations.
The most important way to reduce energy use In Cambridge, as elsewhere, is to
reduce consumption of goods and to conserve energy in our homes and travel.
Rapidly increasing consumption of goods, which are frequently discarded as fashions change or where replacement is cheaper than repair, creates environmental
damage. It also impacts on people and often children in distant communities who
are paid a fraction of the retail price to manufacture non-essential goods. This
over-consumption also results in a waste stream, which is unsustainable in the
UK, and can be highly damaging in countries that have lower health and safety
standards than our own. The Green Party advocates a ‘zero waste’ economy
where consumption of disposable goods as well as packaging is minimised and
the emphasis is on ‘reduce’ and ‘reuse’, with recycling, through local collection
points, as an ultimate option.
A shift away from oil dependence would mean the USA and other Western countries would be far less tempted to take military action in the Middle East to further
the interests of the oil companies, at the same time as making it easier to break
up the existing alliance between the West and authoritarian fundamentalist regimes such as the government of Saudi-Arabia.
The Green Party will protect the green spaces of Cambridge from the further encroachment of high-rise buildings. We will ensure the continued stewardship of the River Cam in its role as a leisure resource, a wildlife corridor as one
of the wedges linking Cambridge with the Green Belt and as emblematic of the
source of our lives and the foundation of our city.

THE COMMUNITY
Cambridge is a wonderful place to live for many people and a great place to
visit with its mix of historic buildings, shops, businesses and parks as well as its
bicycle culture. In addition the wider mix it now has of people originating from a
variety of countries gives it an added vibrancy.
However, in recent years Cambridge has been the victim of chaotic mass development of luxury flats and empty offices which detract from its character and do
little to promote the good name of architects and planners. The recent failed planning appeal over the campaign to save Wilton Terrace on Station Road resulted
in the City Council having to pay £340,000 in costs to the developers. The development of the train and bus station will funnel in traffic so that there is no chance
that the tranquil square in front of the station promised in the original plans will
happen. Multi-national supermarkets determined to take away the livelihood of
small businesses are undermining Mill Road as a community street and area. We
will seek a fairer rental and rates system, which at present makes it very hard
to establish and sustain a small business in central Cambridge.
The elected councillors, under the direction of appointed officers, seem to jump
to the bidding of developers rather than fulfilling their role as custodians of the
needs and wishes of all in Cambridge’s communities. Planning is made more
difficult by the separation of the control of roads/traffic and building/planning in
different authorities, with such consequences as the mass proliferation of traffic
lights across the city, which do nothing to reduce congestion at crucial times of
the day and weekends. The Green Party will seek to negotiate with communities a comprehensive plan for city development to support residents, who are
engaged in an unequal struggle with developers and authorities. We will seek to
bring to the City, the powers it needs to put such a plan into effect.
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Access to facilities is uneven across the City. Some areas, such as Abbey and Arbury, have suffered from lower levels of investment in services, as well as higher
levels of pollution such as around the airport. The Green Party is opposed to
further cuts and seeks a fairer distribution to such areas. When leisure facilities, pubs and shops are being redeveloped, accessibility for those with impaired
mobility must be ensured. There should be no further privatisation of local
leisure facilities, which would be maintained as part of a comprehensive local
plan to serve community needs.

We support funding for an adequate
level of community policing and its
deployment, especially at those times and
in those areas where Cambridge residents
have felt vulnerable.
But more resources are needed to address the root causes of alcoholism,
other addictions and anti-social behaviour through preventative measures. These
include better housing and leisure facilities as well as mental health provision
within the health service.
Seeking asylum is a right, and we will strive to make the application process
just and transparent, and to provide support for those granted refugee status to
make their transition to a new life easier.
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DEMOCRACY
This year’s general election is the most unpredictable for decades. Our first-pastthe-post electoral system was designed for a two party system. The connection
between votes cast and seats won has broken down. The Green Party supports
the Additional Member System (AMS) form of proportional representation. This
is the fairest system as it retains local representation with additional members
added from a list depending on the total votes cast for each party.
We want a change in the voting system to be part of a wider change, encouraging
democratic participation in local communities, counties, cities, work places and
schools, through a radical programme of devolution of power within England.
We are part of a wide-ranging alliance calling for a citizen-led Constitutional Convention, to examine our democracy. The ruling party on the City Council has
transferred local planning decisions from local area committees meeting in the
evenings to a single central planning committee meeting during the day without
local representation.

We would give influence over decisions
back to local people.
The Green Party supports continued UK membership of the European Union,
which is an important force for environmental protection and social progress.
However, we also want to see greater democracy in the structures of the EU,
increasing the accountability of the European Commission, with a crackdown on
the secrecy surrounding business lobbyists in Brussels, and a reduction in their
influence. The current argument over the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade & Investment
Partnership) trade talks is an important test case for European democracy: TTIP
has virtually no public support, yet at present the European Commission seems
determined to steamroller it through.

A well-functioning democracy is fair to everyone. The Green Party is committed
to widening participation so that local and national government representatives
properly represent society. We are working to combat all forms of discrimination, including racism, xenophobia, sexism, and discrimination against people
with disabilities. Sexual orientation and gender identity must make no difference
to access to employment, housing, family or healthcare. LGBT+ (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender plus those preferring another identification or no label at
all) issues should be an integral part of inclusive sex education classes and the
police force should be required to have LGBT+ awareness courses, acknowledging the regular harassment and violence these communities are facing. We will
work in the city council to provide gender-neutral public toilet facilities.
Combating sexual violence and sexual abuse is a priority and we need to address
its roots. The Green Party will work with the judicial system to ensure a consistent
and robust treatment of offenders. For those who have to escape sexual violence
we will provide public funds for rape crisis and domestic abuse centres. We will
support those at risk of, suffering from, and recovering from childhood abuse as
long as it is needed, including young people in care who, at present, are poorly
served.

We will work to speed up the removal of
inequalities between men and women.
Sexism is still widespread; women are under-represented in public life and are
disproportionately the victims of poverty, sexual violence, and domestic abuse.
Following Norway’s example, we will introduce legislation to guarantee that women make up at least 40% of company boards, and extend that principle to appointed public bodies. To further combat workplace discrimination, we will make
it mandatory for employers to carry out equal pay audits.
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Voting GREEN Matters

CREDITS
IMAGE 01 Green Leaves p08
Peter aka anemoneprojectors . English Oak (Quercus robur) autumn leaves . 11 November 2012.
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
http://www.flickr.com/photos/anemoneprojectors/8251251279/in/photolist-9h8pS5-5v846p-eghZEK-amGgr8-3oHKN4-gdqF1v-8SPev9-8N316M-5XRd3c-kygiqw-8BjyYL-b5ZVpH-dz8Px6-amGc7H-g1sJPa-68AiSJamK56o-7HXuib-bcLKhn-o6XNb3-8BjFmd-ebfyxy-o1AtGQ-dwq5zX-7hjYoG-j7H8Kd-9AWWGy-7HXtpY-nUuJQz-o71XzC-eMYSib-6TW5TG-6Xggx6-29Z585-7JHZCV-29Ueue-5JPqhM-nhaXSg-qekq25-3DdozW-8QQuLd-923jvD-8J63CP-dMHT3i-4Doe3S-8TYPoc-8BiEZd-chZDv3-5DC811-9VyBEF

IMAGE 02 CAMBRIGE BICYCLES
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Christian Mercat . Cambridge Station
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cambridge_Railway_Station_Bicycle_Racks.jpg

IMAGE 03 TRAMWAY
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Ingolf . Nantes - Tramway - Ligne 3 - Orvault . Rue Alfred Nobel / Avenue de la Jeunesse
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ingolfbln/7957305246/in/photolist-d8agC3-5BQgnn-bBSmwS-e4c1SR-a25Qrr-nxihCN-nCm16V-nUGd7s-nUJBTJ-5BUuyC-5BUyd1-8UXiSm-9eFkdw-5BUxAE-5BUwib-5BUnWj-5BQeAi5BUnuh-4oSYxC-5BQdrr-5BQcSD-fyGXsh-7RtQQE-d5iFPy-3eLpbS-cnaE9L-9bwmN5-5BQ71a-QwkoJ-5MaZwC-eezYev-4co4cS-9U7845-8qkaRr-5BQ6vp-aAPFGo-awgztG-cYtKAy-bkP69h-cFzy9A-d8amq5-cF2E6Nnvapmf-m77Qg4-9Qkwqr-3KeJQ6-5BUmw7-5BUm8L-5BQ4RD-9bteqv

IMAGE 04 PLANTS IN HANDS
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F/orme Pet Photography . Nature in my hands . March 6, 2011
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
http://www.flickr.com/photos/alessandromusicorio/5503286124/in/photolist-9oiMew-a6uvo-4gARxC-9jWQwE-5cZHRg-6wyNxi-nTrzAP-eCJtA-7BZFmg-87mhMZ-85Ss5S-e9XzRt-2vHyN4-5tPdGg-fLW3P-6TzkNk-8884D549efF9-8n2XqL-azaNvR-4seFJs-7W9sG1-9R16u9-8WvZYE-9kQHx4-6usmmc-ea4hfG-8rKCQy-4ATuoC-89EakM-4SUqa-49fpm6-6Dpptv-5wkhDi-fSBSjG-93YUy7-8sWqQC-982MPW-4tgcMz-8SqhXW-5t4TLn-4A2reSzxanu-7kQBXr-sg6ik-2WK8fi

IMAGE 05 Cambridge
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Foshie . Cambridge street view . October 15, 2011
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/foshie/6249636614/in/photolist-awg2eq-awdfwp-awcKvk-fvekxA-5QUgC6-gaX2A5-nVoQ4U-fFKgrX-eXjigs-8fDkmj-6D769X-6D762R-88wXaf-e1nJN4-7Hfs9d-8bw3CQ-fG2Rdu-5C9wF9bX7nsM-dqZT1w-9DZaAz-8SUb2p-6YpYYw-7H3Sgm-6D78VD-6N8ekw-6N3Xek-47Qz9-7B211v-8fA2nR-gaW9N2-6SvdWU-6DbfzS-cZx1DW-c153qu-fN3enN-6D71g8-6D739x-6D73Ja-fN3hyd-fN3iuo-fMKEvi-9Lw8Ncc15hGb-6N3ZGi-6Db8j1-6D6Zpg-a2RitJ-cf9Psf-cf9ZPL

IMAGE 06 SOLAR PANELS
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redplanet89 . Solar Panel. August 5, 2008
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
http://www.flickr.com/photos/demmbatz/3532646348/in/photolist-7kCZi1-6oaJFE-5PPCsc-5Dr6bZ-6zvyH8-5FVjvc-6LeoKh-6Pddmj-5Dr6fa-8Gtj7M-6FaS5i-8ysJxv-8MYoBH-27MN5V-9LkEjb-5q1XWL-6wpzBL-eFJdWh3eczkW-5Dvpjw-7iVBZh-7iRKwz-7HcUry-54WqEN-54WtGb-8bp3rk-7ADoUZ-7H911c-8JF47Q-7yWYyn-5kXez4-5Rck2s-5VVBcL-5UMaZz-9ftpEe-4zJoxs-avdihU-673CiD-7YDzVn-avdidf-6VmCbi-4ZgBfq-7ADtx26zzECW-avdhPu-avaBd8-7ZufbT-8skZ3h-5jaztU-7CVxcL

IMAGE 07 ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY
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Mohammed Tawsif Salam . Lord Ashcroft Building (LAB), seat of the Lord Ashcroft International Business School, is seen from the Helmore building
coffee shop in Anglia Ruskin University. 27 September 2012
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ALord_Ashcroft_Building%2C_Anglia_Ruskin%2C_Cambridge%2C_27_Sep%2C_2012.jpg

IMAGE 08 CAMBRIDGE AUTUMN
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Duncan . Autumn Punting - Punters on the Cam, with the Magdalene Street bridge in the background. October 26, 2012
Licensed to the Creative Commons 4.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/duncanh1/8159168852/
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